Mug Checklist:
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- Each Believe Mug has an “I Will Have No Fear” prayer card, with the prayer facing outward.
- Each Mug has a Believe Big card tag, with the message facing outward.
- Each Mug has a yellow ribbon tied in a bow.

We appreciate the time and effort of each Believe Mug painter, pottery store, mug and hospital coordinator. However, in order to ensure we deliver Believe Mugs that are unique, but consistent in quality there are guidelines to the mugs we deliver to patients.

In case a Believe Mug was missed before firing, pictured below are examples of mugs we would like you to set aside. These mugs can be set aside for your staff to use.

From left to right:
- The word “Believe” is too faint to be read.
- “Believe” is not on the mug.
- Words other than the word “Believe” appear on the mug.
- The word “Believe” is spelled incorrectly.
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